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Abstract
A new cumulus convection parameterisation is presented in this paper. The param-
eterisation uses an explicit spectral approach and determines, unlike other convec-
tion schemes, for each convection event a new cloud distribution function regarding
to the given vertical temperature and humidity profiles. This is done by using a one-5
dimensional cloud model to create a spectrum of different clouds. The interaction be-
tween all non convective physical processes in the AGCM and all different clouds is
taken into account to calculate a self consistent cloud spectrum. The model has been
implemented in the ECHAM5 AGCM and tested against a large eddy simulation model.
The representation of a shallow cumulus cloud field by the AGCM could be much im-10
proved. Diurnal cycle, cloud cover, liquid water path and the vertical structure of the
mass flux, determined by the new convection scheme are close to the large eddy sim-
ulation, whereas the standard convection scheme failed in simulating this convection
episode.
1. Introduction15
Cumulus convection is one of the major problems in global climate modelling (Emanuel,
1994). A reasonable treatment of the physical processes associated with convective
clouds is of great importance for many other physical processes in an Atmospheric
General Circulation Model (AGCM). Convection to a large degree controls the vertical
transport of moisture, chemical tracers, energy and momentum. When precipitation20
forms in convective clouds, the net latent heat release (due to condensation of water
vapour to cloud droplets and afterwards precipitating raindrops) leads to a supply of
available potential energy in the free atmosphere. This couples convection to the large
scale dynamics. Cumulus convection not only directly takes part in the global energy
and water cycle (transport), but also indirectly by the outflow of cloud water at the top of25
convective clouds. Within an AGCM cloud processes are separated into convective and
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stratiform clouds. Outflowing water from convective clouds is used as a source for strat-
iform clouds. Therefore, convection not only leads to a redistribution of moisture and
energy within cumulus towers themselves, but also to a decoupling of these quantities
from their primary sources. Stratiform clouds in turn have great importance for the radi-
ation budget of the Earth. The problem of cumulus parameterisation is still an unsolved5
problem in climate modelling (Emanuel and Raymond, 1993; IPCC, 2001). Most of the
current cumulus convection parameterisations are formulated as mass flux schemes
(determine the overall mass flux of all cumulus clouds in one AGCM grid column) (An-
thes, 1977; Emanuel, 1994; Emanuel and Raymond, 1993; Tiedtke, 1989). Several
different attempts have been made to parameterise convection. These approaches are10
different in complexity and the underlying physical assumptions. While some are based
on a statistical equilibrium for water substance Kuo (1965, 1974), in the convective ad-
justment approach (Betts, 1986; Betts and Miller, 1986) an instable temperature profile
is adjusted back towards a profile that is neutral or nearly neutral to convection. Other
convection schemes are based on cloud models (Tiedtke, 1989; Arakawa and Schu-15
bert, 1974; Kreitzberg and Perkey, 1976, 1977; Kain and Fritsch, 1990). The model
presented in this paper belongs to this group. Beginning with Arakawa and Schubert
(1974), the idea of an explicit cloud spectrum was introduced in the field of convec-
tion parameterisation. This scheme describes a spectrum of mass fluxes. The mass
flux approach in general causes a lack of information about cloud dynamics and mi-20
crophysics. In contrast to Arakawa and Schubert (1974), Donner (1993), Donner et
al. (2001), and Naveau and Moncrief (2001) describe a spectrum of simplified clouds
and not mass fluxes. Cloud dynamical and microphysical structures are represented
in a more precise way, but both schemes are based on either observations or high
resolution simulations.25
The presented Convective Cloud Field Model (hereafter CCFM) is not based on any
observations, but on a theoretical approach. It determines for each AGCM grid column
an explicit spectrum of different clouds. Therefore, the information about the actual
cumulus convection state in a grid column is not restricted to an averaged mass flux, but
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includes the number of different clouds which, in principle, are able to develop under the
given atmospheric conditions. The different clouds, which are calculated by a simple
entraining parcel model, are defined by their different initial radii and initial vertical
velocity. The degree to which each cloud type participates in the whole cloud field is
determined by the CCFM with respect to the given vertical profiles of temperature and5
humidity in the grid column. The choice of the cloud model to define the different clouds
is very flexible. Very simple cloud models are possible, but also more complex ones that
describe more realistic clouds (including dynamic and micro-physical information) than
simple mass flux approaches do. To determine the cloud field, the CCFM takes into
account the interaction between all non-convective processes calculated by the AGCM10
and (which makes the procedure self consistent) the cloud-cloud interaction between
all cloud types. The final calculation of the cloud field follows an approach known from
population dynamics that was developed to describe the interaction between different
biological species (Volterra, 1931; Lotka, 1925). Therefore, in contrast to other recent
spectral convection parameterisations, the cloud distribution function in our model is15
not extracted from a specific convection episode. Our paper is structured as follows: In
Sect. 2 we give a detailed description of our approach. This is followed by a comparison
of the CCFM with the standard ECHAM5 and a Large Eddy Simulation (LES) model in
Sect. 3. After discussing the performance of the model (with respect to other attempts
to overcome the shortcomings of traditional mass flux schemes) in Sect. 4, we end up20
with final conclusions.
2. Model description
The physical problem we want to describe is to a large degree a self-organised system.
Considering an atmospheric column, as we have to describe it in an AGCM, the situa-
tion is as follows: There is a forcing term, which is actually given by every process that25
can create instability, and cloud-cloud interaction. When convection starts, normally
not only one cloud forms. Different clouds develop, modify their surroundings – reduce
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instability – and affect each other. The resulting cloud field is due to self-organisation
of different clouds. Other external control mechanisms (e.g. wind shear) also play an
important role in the organisation of convective cloud fields. As a first order approxima-
tion we will neglect those effects in this paper. Since mass flux schemes describe the
integrated effect of a whole cloud ensemble, the effect of a cloud ensemble, including5
the cloud – cloud interactions, has to be described by empirical parameters. The use
of empirical parameters leads to very efficient numerical codes. Therefore, mass flux
schemes can be used for long time simulations of global climate. On the other hand,
these parameters are not able to represent the complete phase space of possible cloud
configurations. Convection parameterisation schemes based on mass flux approach in10
general are tuned to simulate a few convective cases in a reasonable way. Using such
parameterisations in a global model implies that it works reasonably in all meteorolog-
ical situations that appear in the model climate (Siebesma and Holstlag, 1996). The
main purpose of our work is to treat the problem of cumulus parameterisation from the
view of self-organisation.15
The proposed model follows the idea of quasi-equilibrium that was first formulated by
Arakawa and Schubert (1974). This idea to a large degree defines how the convective
scheme has to be inserted into the hosting AGCM. Since we tested the model in the
ECHAM-AGCM (Roeckner et al., 1996) we confine our explanation to this model. There
are no principal differences to other AGCMs.20
A significant feature of the presented CCFM is its modular structure. This makes the
model very flexible and allows changes of the separate components. In principle, we
have three main parts in the model: The first part is a cloud model. Here we use, as
a first step, a simple entraining parcel model. This is used to define the cloud types
which are able to develop under a given meteorological situation. The next step is to25
define the cloud forcing and the cloud-cloud-interaction coefficients for these specific
clouds and the specific meteorological situation. The last step is to use the Lotka-
Volterra equation (Volterra, 1931; Lotka, 1925) from population dynamics to calculate
the development and the final state of the cloud spectrum. This equation represents
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the closure in our approach. Each of these three parts should (and will) be object of
our further investigations. The flow diagram is shown in Fig. 1 and the three parts will
be described in the following section.
2.1. One-dimensional cloud model
The one-dimensional cloud model is based on a computer model developed in the5
late 1960’s at the Pennsylvania State University (Weinstein and MacCready, 1969).
We used this model because of its computational efficiency. Nevertheless, it resolves
more dynamical and microphysical features than common mass flux schemes do. It
was tested for the top height of convective clouds by (Graf and Teubner, 1988) against
RADAR observations, who showed that observed cloud top heights and modelled cloud10
top heights are highly correlated (r=0.8) for a large number of different cases. The
model is a steady state Lagrangian solution of a set of equations for temperature,
cloud radius, vertical velocity, cloud water/ice and rain water/ice. The thermodynamic
and dynamic calculations are numerical analogies of the classical parcel method with
entrainment. The entrainment rate is the same as in the original setup (Weinstein and15
MacCready, 1969) and has not been adjusted for our case. The equations are based
on the first law of thermodynamics and the vertical equation of motion. Cloud mi-
crophysical calculations follow the well known parameterisation developed by Kessler
(Kessler, 1969) and includes ice formation (Ogura and Takahashi, 1971) . To run the
model requires a set of vertical profiles (temperature, humidity) and initial values for20
cloud base radius (rinitial) and cloud base vertical velocity (winitial). The indefiniteness
of these two parameters opens the possibility for creating a cloud spectrum. As men-
tioned before, the first step is to define, for a given grid column and at a given time step,
a spectrum of different clouds which in principle are able to develop under this meteoro-
logical situation. The physical parameterisations in ECHAM follow a certain sequence:25
radiation, vertical diffusion, gravity waves, convection, stratiform clouds. We assume
the following idealised but not too artificial situation: Let the vertical profile in a specific
grid column be a neutral one. Then the physical processes, which are specified before
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convection, (namely radiation and advection) are able to create convective instability.
At the time convection is activated there are probably two sets of vertical profiles avail-
able: A neutral one from the last time step (which we call TM for temperature and HM
for humidity) and an unstable one which is just the sum of TM and HM and the ten-
dencies of the current time step. We call them T and H . So we have a stable situation5
and an unstable situation. The vertical distribution of convective instability determines
the cloud spectrum. We take the “unstable” set of profiles (temperature and humid-
ity)(provided by ECHAM5), since this set is susceptible for convection, and run the
one-dimensional model several times with different initial values for cloud base radius
and cloud base upward velocity. Practically, this is done by choosing for both quantities10
an upper and a lower boundary and an increment. Let us assume that we have K initial
radii (rmin, rmin+∆r , ..., rmin+∆r(K−1)) and L initial vertical velocities (wmin, wmin+∆w,
..., wmin + ∆w(L−1)). We end up with K · L different couples of initial conditions that
lead to K ·L different cloud types. Each cloud type is completely defined by the output-
profiles of the one-dimensional model. The difference in these cloud types depends on15
the increment of r and w and on the given meteorological situation. Therefore, cloud
type number i=1, ..., K · L is defined by the initial radius, the initial vertical velocity,
environmental temperature and humidity profiles and the cloud model.
In Figs. 2–3 we show different cases of cloud vertical velocity profiles as examples for
the variety of resulting cloud types arising from different meteorological situations. The20
shown Figs. 2–3 are characterised by convective instability. The difference between
the two cases are the vertical profiles of temperature and humidity. The temperature
profile is dominating and is therefore shown in the figures. In Figs. 2 and 3 we find
two cases of convection. While in the first case convection is weak and shallow (max.
vertical velocity ≈7m/s, cloud depth ≈2500m), in the second case, according to the25
temperature gradient, the upward motion appears to be much stronger. In this case we
have three distinct levels of cloud tops (≈1000m, ≈7000m, ≈10 000m). This is caused
by a small change of the temperature gradient at about 1000m and an inversion at
about 6500m. Clouds with small initial radii can only reach the first level (≈1000m).
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Those with larger initial radii can reach the next level and a few clouds with the largest
radii can even overshoot the inversion at 6500m.
The results with varying initial radii show that even relatively small changes in the
vertical temperature gradient, namely the strength and heights of inversions, may lead
to very strong effects on the spectrum of convective clouds that may potentially develop5
in the specific environment. In these calculations the interaction between the single
clouds is not taken into account. This process will further change the cloud spectrum.
A subset of the manifold of possible clouds will finally form the spectrum of convective
clouds. This will be treated in the following section.
2.2. Forcing and interaction coefficients10
To formulate our model concept, we make extensive use of the CAPE (Convective
Available Potential Energy) formalism. The model as proposed is constructed such
that the resulting cloud ensemble consumes as much CAPE as possible. Recent ob-
servations indicate that this might be wrong. Regarding (Zhang, 2002) convection
does not completely consume instability generated by other processes. This fact can15
be included in the present model by adjusting the cloud forcing coefficients Fi (defined
below). It would correspond to an “effective” forcing.
2.2.1. Cloud forcing
First we need information which cloud types are actually forced or supported by ex-
ternal processes. As mentioned before, we have available two sets of vertical profiles20
when running the convection scheme. We called them (TM, HM) for the “neutral” from
the last time step and (T , H) for the “potentially unstable” one. Since we have run the
cloud model in the unstable environment (T , H), we have a third set of profiles (sepa-
rately for each cloud type) available which is the in-cloud-temperature Tci of cloud type
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number i . We now define the “cloud potential energy content” by:
CAP Ei (T ) = g
∫ LNBi
Basei
Tci − T
T
dz
and
CAP Ei (TM) = g
∫ LNBi
Basei
Tci − TM
TM
dz,
where T=TM+Ttend∆t, Basei is the base of cloud type i and LNBi the Level of Neutral5
Buoyancy of cloud type i . Ttend is the temperature tendency due to the effect of all non
convective processes that are calculated in the same timestep before convection starts.
The relative change of the “cloud potential energy content” due to all non-convective
processes during the current time step can therefore be expressed as
Fi =
CAP Ei (T ) − CAP Ei (TM)
CAP Ei (T )∆t
. (1)
10
The denominator in this expression (CAP Ei (T )) can be assumed to be always posi-
tive. In case it is zero the respective cloud per definition does not exist. It may be helpful
to note that Fi ×CAP Ei (T ) can be understood as the time derivative of CAP Ei (TM) with
respect to the effect of all non-convective processes.
CAP Ei (T )Fi =
CAP Ei (T ) − CAP Ei (TM)
∆t
=
CAP Ei (TM + Ttend∆t) − CAP Ei (TM)
∆t
(2)15
with
dCAP Ei (TM)
dt
= lim
∆t→0
{
CAP Ei (TM + Ttend∆t) − CAP Ei (TM)
∆t
}
. (3)
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2.2.2. Cloud-cloud interaction
The cloud-cloud interaction is treated similar to the cloud forcing by external processes.
First we calculate the effect of each cloud type on the environment (T , H). We call the
resulting profiles (Tj ,Hj ), where j is the index that indicates the cloud types. As in the
former section, we are interested in the effect of the change in the vertical profiles on5
the cloud potential energy. According to Eq. (1) we define:
CAP Ei (Tj ) = g
∫ LNBi
Basei
Tci − Tj
Tj
dz, (4)
where Tj = T + Ttendj∆t and Ttendj is the tendency due to the effect of cloud type
j on the temperature profile T . This tendency is calculated following the standard
approach known from mass flux schemes. Each cloud type j defines a mass flux given10
by the product of vertical velocity, cloud cover fraction and density. Vertical velocity
and density are directly calculated by the cloud model. Cloud cover fraction can be
calculated using the cloud radius and the total size of the specific grid cell in the global
model. Finally, Ttendj is calculated using the standard budget equation for static energy
(Arakawa and Schubert, 1974). The relative change of cloud potential energy of cloud15
type i due to the effect of cloud type j is therefore:
Ki j =
CAP Ei (Tj ) − CAP Ei (T )
CAP Ei (T )∆t.
(5)
Ki jCAP Ei (T ) is again the time derivative of CAP Ei (T ) with respect to the effect of cloud
j .
dCAP Ei (Teffect(j ))
dt
= lim
∆t→0
CAP E (T + Ttendj∆t) − CAP Ei (T )
∆t
. (6)20
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2.3. Lotka-Volterra equation
Now we are prepared to formulate our master-equation to calculate the resulting cloud
spectrum. The Lotka-Volterra equation which is used in population dynamics (Haken,
1977, 1983) is given by:
dni
dt
= niFi +
N∑
j=1
Ki jninj . (7)
5
This equation was introduced by Volterra as a model for the competition of N differ-
ent biological species (Lotka, 1925; Volterra, 1931; Murray, 1993). Fi is a parameter
depending on the environment and on the species number i . It describes the support
of species number i by external processes (e.g. food supply). Ki ,j∈1,...,N is the inter-
action matrix. The coefficient Ki j describes the interaction between species i and j .10
Or more precisely, since the matrix is not necessarily diagonal, it describes the effect
of species j on species i . Depending on the signs of the interaction coefficients the
system is called a cooperative (Ki j≥0), a competitive (Ki j≤0), or a prey – predator one
(Ki jKj i≤0). The various systems have been extensively analysed. They have proven
their ability to describe at least some features of a variety of complex systems. The15
analogy that we proclaim is to treat different cloud types as different species. Biological
species as described by the Lotka-Volterra equation are in competition (Ki j ≥ 0, Fi ≥ 0)
for an external food supply rate. In such a simple model the supply of food is the reason
for a species to survive or to grow. The analogy to convective clouds is straightforward.
The reason for convective clouds to form is convective instability (“food supply” for con-20
vective clouds). Additionally, each cloud type acts on its environment in a well defined
way and tends to reduce instability. Therefore each cloud tends to reduce somehow
the “food-supply” for all other cloud types (Ki j ) including itself (Ki i ).
ni (Eq. 9) is the number of clouds of type number i that appear in the given grid
column under the given meteorological situation (temperature and humidity profiles).25
Term (Fini ) represents the external forcing on the cloud field. The relative ratio of the
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different components (Fi , i = 1, ..., N) shows which cloud types are favoured by the
non-convective forcing. The ni in this part reflects that this forcing is assumed to be
proportional to the actual amount of each cloud type. Perhaps the more interesting
term is (
∑N
j=1[Ki jninj ]). Ki j is the effect of cloud type j on cloud type i . Analogous to
the first term, this coefficient is multiplied by ni and additionally by nj since the effect of5
cloud type j on i is assumed to increase linearly with the amount of cloud type j . It is
possible to give a first characterisation of the equation by recalling the definition of Fi
and Ki j and discussing some physical basics: Clouds are assumed to reduce instability
and to consume convective available potential energy. Therefore, CAP Ei (Tj ) in general
is smaller than CAP Ei (T ) since Tj is already somewhat stabilised due to cloud type j .10
As a consequence Ki j in general is negative. The non-convective processes in our
case are only important if they produce convective instability. Then CAP Ei (T ) is larger
than CAP Ei (TM) and, therefore, Fi is positive. Thus, in the model we assume that
Ki j < 0 and Fi > 0. If Fk ≤ 0 we can ignore this special cloud type k, which reduces
the degrees of freedom for the Lotka-Volterra equation by one dimension. Equation (9)15
is finally solved numerically. In Fig. 4 we give a graphical description of the CCFM for a
reduced setup with only two different cloud types to keep the picture more transparent.
In the model we normally use 20–50 different cloud types.
2.4. Vertical resolution and cloud types
Most convection schemes work with the vertical resolution of the host AGCM (ECHAM520
standard: 19 levels from 1000hPa to 10 hPa) or with interpolated values on “half-
levels”. This is sufficient for mass-flux models since these are designed for such coarse
resolutions. One-dimensional cloud models, as the one used in this work, demand a
finer resolution since the microphysical and dynamical calculations are more sensitive.
Therefore, we interpolate the ECHAM5 standard vertical resolution to a finer vertical25
grid of 200m vertical resolution before starting the cloud model and cloud spectrum
calculation. Also the calculation of the interaction coefficients Fi and Ki j is performed
on this finer grid and leads to more stable numerical solutions. However, we want to
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stress that higher vertical resolution of the host AGCM would be necessary, in order to
include the small stable layers which often form in the free troposphere and which can
have significant effects on the cloud spectrum especially when they occur above the
freezing level.
It is obvious that the idea behind CCFM is to introduce as many different cloud types5
as possible. However, a limiting factor is the computational demand and the numer-
ical accuracy of the iteration of the Lotka-Volterra equation. With increasing number
of cloud types this part of the model becomes more and more problematic and time
consuming. It turns out that variations in rinitial are much more important for a large
spectrum of possible clouds than variations in winitial. Depending on the meteorological10
situation, there are thresholds for winitial and rinitial that have to be exceeded. Otherwise
no clouds will develop at all. Typical combinations for initial conditions that we used in
this work are: 1-2 different winitial and 20–50 different rinitial. winitial is always chosen to
be in the range of 1 - 2 m/s. rinitial is in the range from 100m up to 3000m. It turns
out that in nearly all cases this combination leads to a reasonable spectrum of possible15
clouds. winitial may be more important for the initial cloud droplet spectrum in case of a
more complex cloud microphysics than used in this study. In the current experimental
setup we use 50 different cloud types with an initial vertical velocity of 2m/s and initial
radii between 100m and 3000m. One task for future development of CCFM would be
to couple these initial conditions to the sub-cloud layer. This, as well as the procedure20
to determine the cloud base (in the current version of our model by an undiluted ris-
ing air parcel until the condensation level is reached), concerns the so called “trigger
function” problem. For discussion and investigation of this problem see (Jakob and
Siebesma, 2003).
3. Model validation25
Although the proposed CCFM actually is not a pure convection scheme but a statistical
cloud field model, it can be used like a convection parameterisation within an AGCM.
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As input it needs vertical profiles of temperature and humidity and as output it returns
information about heating rates, integrated mass fluxes, tracer transport, precipitation
and moisture transport, and detrained cloud water (important as source for cloud water
in stratiform clouds). We use the ECHAM5-AGCM as environment for our model.
3.1. AGCM-physics5
The dynamical core of the ECHAM model has been adopted from the European Cen-
tre for Medium Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) model (Roeckner et al., 1996).
Vorticity, divergence, temperature, surface pressure, and mass mixing ratios of wa-
ter vapour and total cloud water/ice are treated as prognostic variables. The master
equations are solved on a vertical hybrid p − σ− system (19 – vertical levels) using10
the spectral transformation method with a triangular truncation. All physical parame-
terisations are calculated at grid points of a Gaussian grid. For the time integration a
semi-implicit leapfrog scheme is used. Physical parameterisations exist for horizontal
diffusion, surface fluxes and vertical diffusion, land surface processes, gravity wave
drag, and, relevant for our problem, cumulus convection, stratiform clouds and radia-15
tion.
ECHAM5 standard convection: The ECHAM standard convection is based on the
widely used bulk mass flux concept of (Tiedtke, 1989). The original Tiedtke scheme
has been changed to include some suggestions of (Nordeng, 1994). These changes
include organised entrainment/detrainment and the mass-flux closure (adjustment type20
instead of moisture convergence for deep cumulus). Cloud water that may detrain at
the tops of cumulus clouds is used as a source for cloud water in stratiform clouds.
Stratiform clouds in ECHAM5: The parameterisation of stratiform cloud cover in
ECHAM5 is essentially given by a parameterisation of the horizontal sub grid-scale
variability of water vapour and cloud condensate (Tompkins, 2002). This statistical25
cloud scheme assumes that the sub grid variability is well described by a given Proba-
bility Density Function (PDF) including two shape parameters. The cloud microphysical
scheme of ECHAM5 uses a prognostic treatment of separate cloud ice and liquid cloud
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variables (Lohmann and Roeckner, 1996).
Changes in the cloud-radiation interaction: Since all information needed by the remain-
ing part of the ECHAM model are computed by the CCFM (especially cloud cover and
cloud liquid water path as input variables for the radiation) we switched off all other
cloud processes in the ECHAMmodel and couple our model completely to the ECHAM5
physics (namely radiation). This is possible because the convection episode that is
simulated and presented in the next section is a definite convective case.
3.2. Comparison to LES
We tested the performance of the CCFM for the “ARM-case” (Atmospheric Radiation
Measurement Program), which is part of the “European Project On Cloud Systems In10
Climate Models” (EUROCS). In the framework of this project several models of differ-
ent complexity have been tested against observations. The experiment took place at
the Southern Great Plains (SGP) ARM site on 21 January 1997 (ARM, EUROCS). Ob-
servations of this day show shallow cumulus clouds developed at the top of an initially
clear convective boundary layer. The non precipitating cumulus cloud field showed a15
clear diurnal cycle starting around 08:30 h local time and disappearing around 17:30 h.
This case was simulated by a number of LES-models (Large Eddy Simulation). All
these models show a quite good performance to simulate both, the temporal structure
(diurnal cycle) and the spatial structure (vertical mass fluxes, profiles, cloud distribu-
tion). Additionally, several global and meso-scale models were used to run this case in20
single column mode with prescribed surface and boundary fluxes. While LES models
all show a very uniform and satisfying performance close to reality (Brown et al, 2001)
the other models do not (ARM, EUROCS). Global as well as meso-scale models have
serious problems to simulate a correct diurnal cycle and a reasonable cloud cover frac-
tion and liquid water path. Since surface and boundary fluxes are prescribed in this25
setup, we get rid of the problem of model inconsistency and tuning as described in the
last section. Figure 5 shows the maximum cloud cover for the ARM-case from LES,
ECHAM standard, and the CCFM. Obviously CCFM provides realistic results which
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differ strongly from the original ECHAM5 cloud cover scheme.
Another important cloud quantity is vertically integrated cloud water (Fig. 6). Again,
CCFM produces very realistic results and the original ECHAM5 parameterisation fails
to do so. Thus, two key-quantities of the shallow cumulus cloud field can be simulated
by the CCFM as well as by the LES model.5
Figures 7 and 8 give information about the vertical structure of the cloud field. While
Fig. 7 shows the vertical profiles of mass fluxes of LES, ECHAM-standard and CCFM,
Fig. 8 shows the cloud distribution function calculated by CCFM.
The CCFM produces a diurnal cycle of cloudiness very close to the LES simulations.
Cloud cover and liquid water path are much better simulated than in the ECHAM stan-10
dard configuration. On the other hand, three main discrepancies between the CCFM
and the LES model remain:
Onset of convection is about one hour too early. This is probably a triggering problem
of our model. A second point is the high noise particularly in the cloud cover curve
of the CCFM. This behaviour is caused by the fact that there is no memory of the15
convective cloud state from time step to time step. Both problems cloud be solved by
changing the code in ECHAM. The third and main point that has to be mentioned is
the too low cloud base in CCFM (Fig. 7). The mass flux calculated by our model has
a shape comparable to the LES model simulation, except the fact that it is shifted by
about 500m downwards. Potentially, this is caused by the interpolation from the coarse20
ECHAM vertical resolution to the finer resolution in the CCFM and may also be solved.
The remaining discrepancies to a large degree are probably caused by the fact,
that there is still no real information about the sub-grid variability of temperature and
humidity profiles in our model. This shall be discussed in more detail:
The slope of the power-law curve fitted to the cloud distribution function determined25
by our model is about −4. This is too steep compared with observations or with the
value found in LES simulations for the ARM-case by (Neggers, 2001). All these values
are in a range of −1.5 to −2.5. In our Cloud Distribution Function (CDF) the cloud
number drops too rapidly with increasing cloud radius. The same bias can be identified
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in the mass flux curve (Fig. 7). The upper part of our mass flux curve decreases
too rapidly compared with the LES data. There is a large number of small clouds
but too few middle range clouds in the ensemble. The possible reason is that we
have to run our model with column mean vertical profiles. This means that instability
(Convective Available Potential Energy) is uniformly distributed in the whole grid area.5
In nature this would never be true! We would find a large fraction in the grid column
with profiles which are less unstable than the grid mean profile given by the AGCM.
On the other hand, we would find a small fraction in the grid column with a much
more unstable vertical situation (e.g. caused by local orographic structures or just by
common inhomogeneity and turbulence). Since there is no way at the time being to10
extract this inhomogeneity, we cannot give a solution. This problem may also arise
from the fact that the interaction between the clouds is calculated by a matrix and not
by a full tensor.
In spite of this bias, it is obvious that the CCFM can much better resolve the vertical
structure of the convective mass flux than the standard convection scheme in ECHAM.15
4. Discussion and outlook
The previous results showed that the Convective Cloud Field Model in principle is able
to replace a well tuned common mass flux model (qualitative validation) and likewise
that it simulates a shallow convection cloud field quite well (quantitative validation).
Since this paper marks the beginning of our work on the model, a number of tests20
still has to be done, a comparison to a deep convection episode (observation or high
resolution simulation), a test in the global mode of an AGCM and a large number of
sensitivity tests in both global mode and single column mode will be presented in up-
coming papers. Important issues will be to investigate the sensitivity of the choice of
the number of possible cloud types, the internal vertical resolution, and the complexity25
of the cloud model (e.g. microphysical parameterisations). At this early stage we wish
to discuss similarities and differences between the CCFM and the classical Arakawa
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Schubert approach and two other recent approaches facing the problem of convec-
tion parameterisation. The concept of CCFM is a synthesis of the classical Arakawa
Schubert approach and the Lotka-Volterra approach of a competitive set of different
species. The quasi-equilibrium assumption from Arakawa Schubert is extended to a
quasi-“dynamic”-equilibrium assumption in the CCFM. The introduction of the Lotka-5
Volterra equation enables the CCFM to introduce in a future version a memory for the
convective state of the last time steps within an AGCM. The quasi-equilibrium would
therefore be changed towards a “dynamic” or “interactive” equilibrium in which the his-
tory of convection in a given grid column influences the development of new convective
clouds. This is the great potential of our approach. Already part of CCFM is the use of10
a cloud model instead of a mass flux model and therefore the determination of a cloud
distribution function instead of a mass flux distribution function. This gives the informa-
tion about convective cloud cover and convective liquid water path which is not avail-
able in mass flux schemes. Two other recent approaches were introduced by (Donner,
1993; Donner et al., 2001) and (Naveau and Moncrieff, 2001). Both follow an explicit15
cloud spectral strategy to describe cumulus cloud fields. While (Donner, 1993; Donner
et al., 2001) used direct observations of distribution functions for vertical velocities and
updraft diameter to construct an ensemble of different clouds for a deep convection
episode, (Naveau and Moncrieff, 2001) do so by using high resolution numerical simu-
lations to extract a data set of vertical velocities in a cloud cluster. This data set in turn20
is used to determine an ensemble of clouds by applying extreme value theory. Both
approaches show quite perfect results. But in both cases the cloud distribution function
that characterises the cloud ensemble depends either on a specific observation or a
specific simulation. The CCFM at present is possibly less successful in simulating all
detailed structures of a given cloud field, but the calculation of cloud distribution func-25
tions, and therefore the resulting cloud field, depends only on the energetic situation
in given grid column and the used cloud model. Since the coefficients Fi and Ki j are
calculated online and new for each situation, there is no need for tuning to a specific
convection episode. The presented CCFM should not be seen as a parameterisation
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that has reached its final state of development. The number of possible cloud types
in the spectrum will depend on the specific application and the program environment
in which CCFM will be used. In a case with well observed temperature and humidity
profiles with a high vertical resolution, the CCFM could be used as a stand alone model
(without AGCM) and even more than 50 different possible cloud types. The effect of5
microphysics and e.g. aerosol cloud interaction can be taken into account and its effect
on the CDF can be studied. This is not possible for a prescribed cloud spectrum that
was determined by observations or high resolution numerical simulations.
5. Conclusions
In this paper we presented a full spectral Convective Cloud Field Model (CCFM). CCFM10
is based on a concept from population dynamics and therefore incorporates a method
from the physics of self organising systems into the field of cloud parameterisation. The
CCFM was successfully tested against a complex LES. In this case CCFM was able
to simulate important quantities of a shallow cumulus cloud field very close to LES.
The reference convection scheme of ECHAM5 fails to do so by a factor of 2 (cloud15
cover) and by a factor of 5 (liquid water path). The most important feature of CCFM is
that the cloud spectrum is determined interactively. It is calculated new for each single
grid column and each time step. In contrast to other spectral convection schemes, the
spectrum is not fitted to a specific episode. This feature makes CCFM to also become
a highly promising tool for studying aerosol-cloud and cloud-climate interaction using20
AGCM.
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Fig. 1. Flow diagram of the CCFM.
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Fig. 2. Cloud updraft velocity and temperature profile; different colours indicate different initial
cloud base radii.
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Fig. 3. Cloud updraft velocity and temperature profile; different colours indicate different initial
cloud base radii.
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Fig. 4. Graphical description of the Convective Cloud Field Model.
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Fig. 5. Cloud cover for ARM-case; dotted line ECHAM5, solid line LES, dashed line CCFM.
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Fig. 6. Liquid water path for ARM-case; dotted line ECHAM5, solid line LES, dashed line
CCFM.
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Fig. 7. Mass flux ARM-case 20:00 UTC; dotted line ECHAM5, solid line LES, dashed line
CCFM.
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Fig. 8. Cloud distribution function from the CCFM.
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